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CHAPTER 1

The Disappearing Dad

It was another cold, grey Glasgow day, with rain teeming 

down from the heavens. Everyone was sick of the weather. 

Even the seagulls looked depressed.

When I got home from school my hands were like 

blocks of ice, and my feet were soaking wet – although 

that wasn’t from the rain, that was mainly down to Granny. 

She was lying across the carpet in the hall trying to bleed 

the radiators with a knitting needle. Water was scooshing 

everywhere, including over my shoes.

She jumped to her feet, like an ape that had just realised 

it was sitting on an ants’ nest. “Out the way, ya balloon!” 

she yelled, barging me aside as she ran into the kitchen for 

a bucket. Her new project was ‘doing up’ the house, though 

it should really have been called ‘undoing’. That was why 

the walls were full of holes, plaster was hanging off the 

ceiling and the boiler didn’t work. 

Granny was a tiny terrier of a woman, with thick 

glasses, wrinkles and long, grey hair. She always wore  

a green velour hoodie, along with matching jogging pants.

And when I say tiny I mean tiny. One Halloween she got 
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mistaken for Yoda from Star Wars, and she wasn’t even 

dressed up.

Granny was busy mopping up the floor, and Mum wasn’t 

back from work yet, so I thought I’d take the chance to do 

some long overdue detective work. I rolled up my sleeves and 

threw open the door of the large cupboard in Mum’s bedroom. 

There was a lot of old stuff inside – all potential clues.

I gazed up at the top shelves, which were crammed with 

dusty boxes and plastic bags. I’d already rooted through 

them half a dozen times, but what if I’d missed something?

One thing.
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mistaken for Yoda from Star Wars, and she wasn’t even 

dressed up.

Granny was busy mopping up the floor, and Mum wasn’t 

back from work yet, so I thought I’d take the chance to do 

some long overdue detective work. I rolled up my sleeves and 

threw open the door of the large cupboard in Mum’s bedroom. 

There was a lot of old stuff inside – all potential clues.

I gazed up at the top shelves, which were crammed with 

dusty boxes and plastic bags. I’d already rooted through 

them half a dozen times, but what if I’d missed something?

One thing.

A tiny clue.

Something to give the smallest hint why Dad 

disappeared.

This time I’d start at the very top. I’d reach as far back as 

I could. I stepped up onto the bottom shelf, bracing myself 

against the wall. And then a little higher still, testing the 

next shelf with my toe before stepping up onto it. I delved 

behind the front layer of boxes on the upmost shelf. 

After a bit of stretching and groping my hand touched 

upon something. A thing right at the very back corner.  

A thing I hadn’t found before. I wasn’t sure why. Maybe I’d 

grown an inch since last time. It was a solid thing. A box of 

some sort. I strained some more, fingered it towards me 

then grabbed it with both hands. 

An old shoebox. I took it to the bed and flipped off the lid. 

Inside, there was a stash of yellowing newspapers, letters 

and photos. Some of the photos were black and white, 

featuring the faces of long-lost relatives on the Indian 

side of the family. Grandad Sanjeev, my dad’s dad, had died  

a few years ago. He left Delhi when he was eighteen and 

had never returned, except for the odd holiday. He loved 

it in Glasgow. He used to joke, “Where else can you go that 

has a monsoon twelve months of the year?”

Then I saw a pair of sunglasses poking out, and I knew 

it must be a box of his stuff. Grandad used to wear his 

sunglasses quite a lot, even at night, or in the dead of 

winter. I wasn’t sure if it was a medical condition or if 

he was just trying to look cool. Anyhow, I was surprised 
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he’d lived so long, as he was always walking into things. 

Glasgow gets quite dark in winter.

I flicked the sunglasses open and tried them on, tilting 

my head from side to side in the mirror. “Hmm, pretty 

cool.”

Then I heard a cough – well, it was more like a bark,  

the bark of a small angry goblin. I turned to find Granny 

at the door. She was ogling me with a mix of horror and 

disgust, like I’d just vomited live snakes onto the carpet. 

“Have you got nae respect for the dead?” she croaked, 

snatching the glasses away and then snapping the shoebox 

shut. She hurried off, chattering on about what I thought  

I was doing looking through poor Grandad’s stuff. “Ya pure 

bahookie you are!”

I gazed back up at the shelves, then sighed and flopped 

down on the bed. It had been 

nine months now. My eyes 

caught the tattered, yellowing 

poster on the wall, featuring 

my father wearing a turban, 

and staring down ominously at 

a crystal ball, surrounded by 

wisps of light. 

It suddenly all felt pointless.

As pointless as a vanishing 

act where the magician actually 

vanishes, and doesn’t come 

back? Yep, that pointless.
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I closed my eyes, thinking about my life over the last 

few months – life with no father, a slightly unhinged 

granny and a completely unhinged mum – and wondering 

for the very first time if I should just give up searching 

for Dad and let him go. The police seemed to have stopped 

looking for him. Maybe they were right.

When I opened my eyes again, there was a face peering 

into mine. A strange face, a man’s face, with smooth skin, 

a long nose and short grey hair. A man who was more than 

a bit familiar, except I was too busy jumping out of my 

skin to place him.

Then he opened his mouth and spoke, in a deep, 

disapproving voice – an Indian accent fused with 

Glaswegian. 

“Have you been trying on my shades, boy?”

“AAAAGH!”
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CHAPTER 2

The Greenish Grandad

“Who are you?” I blurted out to the face that had just 

appeared in front of mine.

“What do you mean, who am I?” he replied, insulted.  

“I am your grandfather.”

I made a noise, which was a kind of half-groan, half-wail.  

I blinked my eyes open and shut, slapped myself on the 

cheeks, then stared at him again. He did look a bit like my 

grandad. And he certainly sounded like him. But it wasn’t 

possible.

“Grandad’s dead. He died years ago!”

He was wearing a thin, tweedy jacket and a brownish 

tie. Perched on top of his head was a silly sort of hat that he 

always wore, the kind of thing you see in black-and-white 

films. Grandad loved old American detective movies.

“Well, I am back now, am I not? Thanks to you.” He 

wagged his finger in the direction of the dark glasses.

“Wait, what? Because I tried on your smelly old shades?”

He leaned closer. Now I could see that he was bathed 

in a sort of greenish glow. More worryingly, I could see 

the dresser through his face. He was actually transparent. 
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“Those are very special glasses, boy. Do not call them smelly.” 

He patted his jacket pocket. “Ach! I feel naked without them. 

Would you believe it? The one time I leave the house without 

my shades is the time I pop my clogs.”

Up close, I could see the pores in his skin, and the thin 

strands of hair brushed back over his ears. I darted into  

the kitchen, edging past Granny, who was still jabbering.  
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I flung open the fridge door and checked the use-by date 

on the cheese, but it was fine. 

“Well, if it’s not food poisoning, then what is it?”

“Whit are you on aboot, eejit!” cried Granny.

I ran back into the bedroom, and the greenish apparition 

of my grandad was still there, fiddling with the cuffs of  

his jacket. 

“I never much cared for this suit. I only wore it because 

your granny liked it. Look…” He turned to the forest of 

photos propped up on Granny’s dresser. One faded picture 

was of him, Granny and my dad, who must have been only 

a few years older than me at the time. They were leaning 

over a rock jutting out into the sea, which was painted to 

look like a crocodile. Grandad was wearing the same suit 

he was wearing right now. “That was us at Millport, June 

1987. Boy, life does not get any better than that day.” 

He turned his face to the door, and the sound of Granny’s 

jabbering. “Ah, my girl! Where is she? I want to see her.”

I followed him into the hall. He stood at the door of the 

kitchen, watching Granny hanging up her washing. She 

might have been a small woman but she had the most 

gigantic underwear you’ve ever seen. Her pants could 

have belonged to a rhinoceros. She was crooning some old 

song, sounding like a frog gargling on mouthwash:

“Cos ah gote me a real live kew-pee doll… 
and she’s the cutest one of all.”
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Grandad folded his hands together under his chin.  

“Ah, there she is, still as beautiful as the day I left her.”  

He opened out his arms towards her. “What do you say,  

my wee Scottish petal. Give me a big hug!”

“MUPPET!” Granny barked at me as she walked straight 

through him.

“OW!” cried Grandad as Granny scuttled out of the 

kitchen. 

“She can’t see you,” I said.

“Clearly not.” Grandad stared after her with a sappy grin. 

“I think only you can.” Then he turned to me and opened 

out his arms. “Now, how about a hug for your grandfather.”

“Alright,” I grumbled and leant forward, only to find 

myself falling flat on my face into the recycling bin. 

Grandad stood over me, chortling. “A word of advice – 

never try to hug a ghost.” He turned into the hall, before 

glancing back at me for a moment. “Oh, and never try on  

a dead man’s shades.”

CRASH
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